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Abstract 

This paper combines the link reliability and the shortest time delay and a joint strategy 

for cognitive route, the policy routing process combined with spectrum allocation, adopt 

cross-layer approach, in the process of routing implementation spectrum availability 

judgment and update, ensuring the continuity of the routing process, reduce the high rate 

of the circuit. In this method assumes that each cognitive are equipped with a radio 

transceiver; A wireless communication interface; Transceiver can correctly perceive 

available spectrum, and when the spectrum utilization changes, can adaptively adjust; 

Wireless communication will result in the creation of public control channel, used for the 

exchange of information, the simulation results demonstrate the superiority of the 

algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Because of the wireless local area network (LAN), a domain network and 

metropolitan area networks and wireless communication technology rapid 

development, the wireless spectrum resources increasingly tense , this situation 

restricts the development of future wireless communication
[1]

. Existing wireless 

communication system widely used is the spectrum of the fixed allocation, the 

federal communications commission (FCC), according to a survey of these have 

been allocated the phenomenon of frequency spectrum resource is wasted, the idle 

in time and space. In order to solve the current spectrum allocation policy and the 

problem of low frequency spectrum resource utilization, people put forward the 

cognitive radio technology, makes the spectrum of unauthorized users to 

comprehensively consider the environmental conditions of real -time perception, 

actively use the idle spectrum resource, so as to solve the problem of shortage of 

spectrum resources. Says from the function, the cognitive radio technology is 

mainly composed of spectrum sensing, spectrum management and spectrum sharing 

and spectrum, etc
[2-4]

. 

Cognitive radio technology continuous progress, scholars, experts, and other 

people in the research community in the definition of cognitive radio and the 

understanding of the function of the cognitive radio each have a different view. 

Among them, in the most representative view is Mitola, Virginia technology center 

and the FCC. First, the concept of "cognitive radio" is put forward in 1999 by 

JosephMitola. Mitola think realize cognitive radio (CR) should be the ideal platform 

by the software defined radio (SDR), cognitive radio realizes the intelligent of the 

SDR, and allows the SDR to realize wireless intelligent agent, instead of blindly 

before executing preset program. Cognitive radio said language ability, not only the 

effective use of the radio that the cognitive radio technology can learn to sense 

changes in the wireless environment, the technology will also be able to actively 
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adjust their communication mechanism to adapt to changes in the wireless 

environment. The concept of the cognitive cycle is Mitola proposed in literature [5], 

the concept that cognitive learning steps include detection, analysis, adjustment, 

reasoning and learning, etc. Wireless network technology can be used in the 

industry, the FCC summed up a simplified version, the simplified version of a 

combination of the above two kinds of understanding about cognitive radio. FCC in 

FCC file gives the definition: a cognitive radio technology is in the wireless 

network in a dynamic way to use the key technology of frequency spectrum 

resource, is a kind of can adapt itself to changing operating environment to realize 

interaction radio transmission parameters. Therefore, any radio with adaptive 

spectrum sensing functions can be called cognitive radio. The industry generally 

accepted the FCC this about the definition of cognitive radio. In the field of radio 

technology, the problem of low frequency spectrum utilization has been very 

serious, the FCC put forward a kind of a spectrum of a system, the system USES CR 

technology let legally authorized users have access to the spectrum of high level 

priority. In this way, which has the function of CR unauthorized users can have the 

opportunity to be able to use this spectrum interference authorized users. At present, 

in the field of CR, based on the point of the FCC widely application. Therefore, 

sometimes the CR is defined as the concept of opportunity spectrum radio access, 

frequency agility radio, etc. By the knowable, cognitive radio has the following two 

characteristics: cognitive ability and reconfiguration ability. In the wireless 

environment, radio technology's ability to capture information and perceive 

information known as cognitive abilities. From changing the cognitive ability of CR 

in the wireless environment fully embodies in the process of real -time interaction 

with the environment, can choose the suitable parameters. Without changing any 

parts under the condition of hardware components, adjust the radio frequency 

spectrum
[6-8]

, radio network modulation method of the work and network 

transmission power and the ability of copper wire protocol and so on parameter 

called radio reconfiguration ability. In the implementation of radio cognitive ability, 

CR achieve cognitive cycle in the public spectrum, an adaptive operation, cognitive 

cycle has the following steps: spectrum sensing, spectrum analysis, and spectrum 

decision. Spectrum sensing, the purpose is to analyze the band can be phase 

frequency information, after the gain spectrum opportunity; Progress of spectrum 

analysis to evaluate the characteristics of the spectrum opportunity; Spectrum 

decision is to determine the effect of data rate and transmission bandwidth, 

transmission mode, determine band is on the basis of considering spectrum 

characteristics and user requirements. When determining a good spectrum can 

achieve radio communication. Radio communication environment changing
[9-10]

, the 

cognitive radio to these changes must be timely grasp at any time. Cognitive radio 

technology have heavy equipment ability, can't reset at the start of transmission 

parameters, but also able to transmit the parameters in the process of transmission 

are studied. These two kinds of ability let radio can carry on the dynamic operations 

based on wireless environment. This means that make full use of the hardware 

design supports a variety of cognitive radio transmission access technology, can be 

achieved in a wide variety of transmit and receive to the spectrum of action. 

The cognitive wireless network research caused spectrum policy, standardization 

organizations and research institutions at home and abroad, its research has also 

made a lot of important progress. To date, most current research is focused on the 

function of the physical layer and MAC layer, but the researchers also began to pay 

more attention to in the network layer, transport layer and application layer higher 

technology. 1) spectrum perception. Spectrum sensing technology is in the wrong. 
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Users cause harmful interference, through in the time domain, frequency domain 

and the airspace found spectrum opportunity, chance that cognitive users can adopt 

spectrum access way to take advantage of the spectrum. Because of the cognitive 

users compared with primary users, spectrum of cognitive user intervention no live 

users of high priority, so in the communication process, cognitive users have will be 

perceived live again using frequency spectrum of the time, and the spectral switch 

in a timely manner. Such ability can let users need to use the frequency band, at the 

same time; the cognitive users could use the original spectrum. To achieve this 

process, need to radio system has perfect spectrum detection; spectrum can only 

achieve not listening, to achieve the effect of reliable detection. Used in the method 

of spectrum sensing method, cycle stationary process mainly includes energy test 

and Chi Lou test and T - temperature test. Spectrum sensing is the spectrum 

management and spectrum and spectrum mobility management, relying on the 

physical layer technology. Research shows that, to a greater degree to improve 

frequency awareness, can make the cross layer design method, this method makes 

the physical layer and MAC layer joint to listen
[11]

. 2) routing technology. Cognitive 

wireless network main difference from traditional wireless sensor network (WSN), 

the characteristics of AdHoc is a cognitive network node is no longer a fixed 

assignment frequencies, each node independently of each of the detection of 

"spectrum opportunity", each node may select different working frequencies
[12]

. 

Therefore, the network is changing, such as the differences of multiband 

communication, cognitive node spectrum opportunity uncertain and communication 

of cognitive users due to the interference of authorized users may be interrupted at 

any time, but only to search the dynamic changes of the available spectrum, etc. 

These dynamic features make traditional static routing algorithm cannot apply to  

cognitive network, which makes the path algorithm study cognitive network facing a 

new challenge, has become a research hotspot at present. 

 

2. Related Works 

Spectrum sensing technology is the hot topic of research by the researchers 

cognitive radio research problem, cognitive radio is a key technology of the physical. 

The spectrum sensing technology to monitor and detect the activity on primary user 

signal at a particular frequency. If no primary user signals on the spectrum good 

activities, cognitive radio system can use the idle spectrum. Again if the primary 

user signal on the spectrum, the cognitive radio system must be within the 

prescribed period of time out of the band. Thus it can be seen that the role of 

spectrum sensing technology in cognitive radio system is very important. Cognitive 

radio system through spectrum sensing technology to avoid the interference to the 

primary user signal and improve the utilization rate of spectrum. Cognitive radio 

network) is different from traditional wireless network, the traditional wireless 

networks are generally static access to fixed spectrum allocation CRN in use process 

is not static fixed spectrum allocation. This design is based on the use of certain 

fixed spectrum (authorized or unauthorized). For example, in the traditional ISA 

spectrum WLAN network utilization, 900 and 1800 MHZ band in the use of GSM 

network, etc. MSCRN spectrum opportunity is to adopt in this point and using a 

fixed frequency spectrum of the network is not the same. Spectrum opportunity SOP 

is a spectrum, the spectrum of use such as center frequency and bandwidth or 

parameters such as time or space, may even be described using coding (CDMA). 

Specifically said: a SOP is a under certain conditions can use spectrum, the specific 

situation has a specific time, specific area, and use strategies. Because in cognitive 

radio spectrum used in unauthorized ways to share the spectrum, so the study of 
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radio network routing problem, especially the research of Ad Hoc network routing 

problem, not only need to consider the principle of Ad Hoc network routing, more 

need to consider the particularity of spectrum access and use. 

Cognitive radio can self-organization network through effective sharing the 

available bandwidth, effectively relieve the strain on the current spectrum resources 

present situation, to provide efficient service for nodes, especially in industrial 

control, disaster relief, field investigation, field exploration, such as need more 

jump link in the complex electromagnetic environment, cognitive radio self-

organizing network has incomparable advantages. At present, the cognitive radio 

network technology has become a hot research topic in the wireless network 

technology. The national natural science foundation has taken the cognitive radio 

technology research as a key project, nearly two years the national natural science 

foundation alone paid for more than 10 cognitive radio network related projects, it 

also from another side, illustrates the self-organized cognitive radio network in our 

country the urgency and necessity of research. High routing protocol is a cognitive 

radio self-organizing network practical key technology. Traditional routing protocol 

USES hop count is routing index, such as classic protocol RIP distance vector 

routing algorithm (Routing Information separate Protocols) agreement to the 

maximum number of jump to jump 15; Some traditional Routing protocols and may 

use metrics such as latency, bandwidth, reliability and load (vector) to find the best 

route for Unicom a network, the traditional way is agreement Interior Gateway 

Routing Protocol (Interior Gateway Routing Protocol, IGRP), etc., in addition, 

multi-protocol Label switching (Multi - Protocol Label Switch, MPLS) and many 

other improved algorithm is developed on the basis of considering the QOS. And 

routing algorithm with kinds of control power and energy balance are considering 

constraints of wireless node energy developed on the basis of combining with the 

Ad Hoc network application in sensor network, sensor nodes has the characteristics 

of scattering area big, nodes, and each node of the battery is limited. In order to well 

solve these problems, some people proposed location Routing (Geographic Routing) 

algorithm, etc. This algorithm considers the link-state unceasingly, at the same time 

also looking for relay data according to the node nearest neighbor. In cognitive 

radio networks, if you want to achieve the purpose of making full use of cognitive 

radio spectrum, it can not only consider the shortest distance or only consider the 

hop problem; If you choose a to the shortest route is likely to lead to the same 

frequency band transmission network more inefficient. Due to jump more wireless 

self-organizing networks, distributed and dynamic characteristics of the spectrum of 

cognitive radio network adaptability and dynamic spectrum characteristics, more 

aggravated the complexity of the protocol design, such as the lack of a known 

public communication frequency, and the difference of different frequencies, when 

the network topology, the dynamic changes of the available spectrum, the influence 

of the coexistence of other wireless network system and cooperation and so on, 

these are the study of cognitive radio self-organizing network routing technology is 

a new challenge. So far the domestic and foreign scholars have done a lot of 

research work, summarizes the research work, this paper mainly expounds some 

typical routing algorithms: the cognitive radio network routing spectrum distribution 

should be considered. Literature puts forward the basic strategy for: when choosing 

routes, have found that the traditional routing first, and then to find the spectrum of 

assessment and tie-in, to the most appropriate book routing. According to the 

network, we can choose to set position can use routing, the node "spectrum" of 

permutation and combination, it is concluded that the routing path spectrum 

allocation scheme. In which evaluating these solutions, choose the most suitable for 

data transmission and is the plan with maximum throughput. In order to realize the 
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strategy need to be very understanding of global network topology, and will produce 

large amount of calculation; In addition the strategy does not take into account 

factors such as traffic, frequency switching delay, so some mountain road has may 

not be used by any data flow, leading to loss of routing utilization rate. Perception 

spectrum is less when the network data flow quantity large, routing is likely to use 

this strategy can't find routing. The path choice literature, this paper expounds the 

cognitive wireless network and spectrum management strategy of coordination 

design technology. 

In this paper, according to two kinds of scheme design of routing protocols, 

respectively. In its independent routing scheme, first source node according to the 

global topological DSR routing protocol is used to determine the path, and then 

through the proposed spectrum management strategy in view of the path of each 

selected jump link used spectrum. And in the cross-layer scheme, each source node 

according to the global topological information in coordinating planning each jump 

time, at the same time the DSR routing strategy is used to determine the candidate 

of the spectrum used routing. Obviously the two schemes are dependent on the 

access of the topology information of, belongs to the centralized solution, and 

therefore is not suitable for dynamic distributed f we organize network. It's just to 

test the DSR routing protocol in the cognitive wireless network S can have no now 

want to performance. Literature proposes two routing policy: based on the minimum 

r ShiYanLu strategy and stand? Letter: strategy into the switching frequency. Each 

node of the two plans FuXian using the default public spectrum through information 

exchange for global topology information, only then in the process of routing 

respectively according to different optimization indexes (path "delay or frequency 

switching times) combined with each node of the available spectrum Wolf in 

choosing the optimal path. But these two solutions are centralized, so not in the 

organization of cognitive radio network. Literature is proposed using space -time 

Block codes STBC (Space Time Block Code) distributed Automatic retransmission 

Request ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request) technology, the use of packet  

retransmission instead of routing technology. The method according to the 

surrounding environment to avoid interference area, but as a result of using flood to 

spread a message lead to too much overhead. Cognitive wireless network centre by 

performance mainly by the influence of cognitive user mobility as well as the main 

users, so in order to reduce routing delay as the goal, the authors link available 

timing for the probability forecast. In addition, the author thinks for end-to-end 

transmission performance, the link can use timeliness is not the main factor, just as 

much as possible before the link failures will need to transmit packets, then the link 

is reliable, so the author further puts forward a new link reliability measure, and will 

link availability and reliability of the two kinds of index weight combination as a 

link, to reflect the quality of the link, and finally the values of each link, based on 

local Dijkstta topology control algorithm, PCTC delete those vulnerable link, build 

a stable and reliable network topology, which reduces The Times and to reconstruct 

the routing path delay. 

First of all, on the basis of cognitive node perception to the amount of spectrum 

can be used and holding time length, compared to each other, choose the available 

spectrum for most H or as a root node, with the longest holding "call on each band 

to establish a spectrum tree, and draw lessons from the idea of AODV, and puts 

forward the spectrum in spectrum between routing and routing two plans. The 

advantage of this scheme is routed in the recovery does not need to rebuild the 

frequency tree, only need to the root node to assign, and the information can be 

broadcast to its children. While the disadvantage is, multiple cognitive nodes have 

relatively rich resources of spectrum, spectrum tree to build very complex dye, at 
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the same time, if the overlapping nodes is large, how to choose the optimal gateway 

nodes relaying treats in further research. The energy control, resource scheduling 

and routing combined optimization problem, and then using the mixed integer linear 

programming/to iterative optimization of nonlinear programming, this paper 

proposes a distributed optimization algorithms iteratively improve cognitive users 

call communication data transmission rate. Consists of two separate processes: the 

iterative processing and radical iterative processing. Two iterative processing differs: 

under the premise of CIP in does not affect other communications task, iteratively 

tree to add K, while the AIP will reduce the scale factor of other communications 

task, it after reducing the scale factor of the value of not less than the current 

communication tasks under the premise of value of K, iteratively increase the scale 

factor of the current communication task. The performance in the optimal upper 

bound of the algorithm. And literature [7] as the goal, to maximize the network 

throughput will unite to modeling spectrum resource allocation and routing problem 

into convex programming problem, and analyzes the problems needed to meet the 

necessary and sufficient condition, by using Lagrangian duality theory and Frank - 

Wolfe method, an iterative algorithm is proposed to implement the routing and 

spectrum allocation, eventually converge to global optimal algorithm.  

 
3. Proposed Scheme 

After the complete spectrum of perception and spectrum allocation, how to 

effectively implement cognitive routing is a key issue. Effective and reliable routing 

path is to ensure that the data can be transferred to the key on purpose. In order to 

facilitate this, the paper made the following assumptions: 

First, assume the small band of radio spectrum resources, according to the 

spectrum frequency Ordinal Numbers for Freql, Freq2... Every spectrum of 

orthogonal and have the same frequency band width, each spectrum data rate 

consistently; Second, assume that each cognitive users to be able to accurately 

perceive available spectrum resource, every cognitive user is equipped with a 

wireless transceiver, within a prescribed time cognitive node can only use a 

spectrum for communication. Also equipped with a scanner, used to carry out full 

frequency scanning; The physical layer transmission using OFDM technology; 

Based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol standards, at the same frequency work conflict 

node will retreat. Finally, in this paper, the cognitive node mobility requirements, to 

set the scene, according to the specific algorithm for cognitive nodes can move, set 

the mobile speed is less than the propagation speed of frequency; At the same time, 

in a specific geographical pattern, each independent perceived cognitive node can 

use spectrum has the similarity. 

This paper proposed a new routing model for routing path, found that this model 

can guarantee to maximize the network throughput and interference with neighbor 

nodes to a minimum. For cognitive users of any cognitive wireless network graph G 

= (V, E), V is the vertices in the graph; E for the edge set. In the diagram above, 

CH1 and CH2 and CH3 said of the available spectrum; A, B, C, D, E said five 

different cognitive users; Different colors of edge between two vertices are used to 

represent the number of the two cognitive users can communicate spectrum number, 

after the routing model of constructing as shown above, cognitive network topology 

can be assigned to each of the cognitive users free band to complete, and then in the 

next section based routing and interface allocation algorithm to realize the 

communication between users. 

Algorithm 1: mountain road selection and distribution of interface 

Input: a colored graph G, weight function : ( )w E G R , color label function k: 

{Ch1 and Ch2,... , ChN), node s, t; 
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Output: ( )l t  path p from s to y the hop. p for the shortest possible route between s 

and t, and p on the adjacent interference will be local optimization. 

Stepl: Initialized put the parameters of the algorithm. Settings ( ) 0l s  . Besides s 

other nodes in the G v, setting ( )l v   . Any node v in G in the initialization phase 

has  E v  , c(v) = 0. On an edge of G e, empowerment value is 1, w (e) = l. 

Dynamic change in the initialization phase is a collection of nodes, when 

determining the source node to a node of the current optimal path, will join the R to 

order. 

Step2: in all the V (G) but not in R, choose one of the nodes in the node V V 

corresponding to the minimum value of the node. Assume that for any in V (G) but 

does not belong to the node V R, all have ( )l v   , suggests that the current figure 

not s t path, if q < n, it outputs: between s and t path does not exist; If the node is 

more than one, according to the descending order of subscript choose which has the 

smallest c (v) the first node. 

Step3: make  R R v . If only one node v interface, the associated with v but not 

to the edge of   k E v  the color label, make its weight  . 

Step4: if t R , the end of the algorithm, the output the shortest path from s to t the 

reverse: t pre  pre {{t) pre {t))... S. otherwise, for any to but not to R nodes 

in w, w will check whether node the node before the pre update into v (w). Weight 

is 1 side between v and w, respectively. For, if there is satisfy with the minimum 

subscript, directly turn Step5 for judgment; If m = 1 and, the judgement to the Step6.  

Step5: if ( ) ( ) 1l w l v  , or ( ) ( ) 1l w l v   and     ( ) ( )k E pre w k pre w w  

and    ( )c pre w c v , or ( ) ( ) 1l w l v  and 

    ( ) ( )k E pre w k pre w w and     max ( ) , ( ) 1 ( )cc pre w c pre w c v  , shows 

( )pre w the updated v will not reduce the source node to node s w, hop, nor under the 

same conditions in the hop reduce node before w continuous with the number of 

edges of color, can be directly turn Step2; 

Otherwise, if the above conditions are not set up, ( )pre w  will update v or can 

reduce the source node s 

Step6: if ( ) ( ) 1l w l v  , or ( ) ( ) 1l w l v   and     ( ) ( )k E pre w k pre w w  and, 

     max ( ) , ( ( )) 1 max , ( ) 1c cc pre w c pre w c v c v    or and k {{E pre {w))) = {pre k 

{w) w) and      max ( ) , ( ( )) 1 max , ( ) 1c cc pre w c pre w c v c v   explain the pre (w) 

update into v cannot reduce the source node to node s w, hop, also won't reduce 

under the same conditions in the hop node w in front of the continuous with the 

number of edges of color, directly turn Step2; 

Otherwise, if the above conditions are not set up that will update into v or reduces 

the source node to node S W, hop, or can be diminished under the same conditions 

in the hop node before the W with color number of edges in a row, then the node 

before the W updated to v, namely ( )pre w  = v, at the same time update ( ) ( ) 1l w l v   

Step2. 

Because is limited by the number of node interface and available spectrum of 

dynamic, so changes in the available spectrum and transmission and tasks of each 

node to let the beginning and the end of the time, coloring multiple graph topology 

and the node interface number should be updated, the rules of updating the specific 

as follows: 

(1) the number of node interface update rules 

On the path of the selected from a to t p, p on each node on the number of 

available interface to lose v associated edge color number, that is to say, for v and v 
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= s = t, v, on the edge of the associated color number is 1, will be IN (v) updated to 

(v) - 1, IN which the IN (v) on the number of interfaces for the node v; In V before 

and after the edge is the same color edge cases,  p on any one of the intermediate 

node V, on the edge of the associated color number is 1, at the edge of the V before 

and after the color is not the same situation, V, on the edge of the associated color 

number to 2, so there is 

 

 

( ) 2 0
( )

( ) 1 0

c

c

IN v c w
IN v

IN v c w

 
 

 
                                      （1） 

The w is p v after the neighbor nodes. Similarly, IN s to the end of the 

transmission on the path of the t p, p on every node v on the number of available 

interface needs plus v, on the edge of the associated color number, that is to say, for 

v = s and v = t update as IN (v) + 1; Any intermediate node on the p v,  

 

 

( ) 2 0
( )

( ) 1 0

c

c

IN v c w
IN v

IN v c w

 
 

 
                                     （2） 

The w as a p v neighbor nodes. 

(2) multiple update shaded figure rules 

1G  expressed with
2G  the figure and the updated figure, p for algorithm selection 

path, by Ep p set of edges. Use E+ and E_, respectively, on the edge of the latest 

available and unavailable collection collection (channel) . Noticed that E + and the 

endpoint of the edge and color of the E_ only determine its edge. After selected path 

P, 1G can according to the updated 2G  to the following formula 

2 1 pG G E E E                                                (3) 

According to the algorithm mentioned above to find a hop count minimum but the 

robustness of the strongest routing path. If certain circumstances, in the hop node 

Shared between channel number 1 connection is relatively small, they said we 

should by the robustness of the path. Spectrum dynamic changes in cognitive radio 

networks, routing path of strong robustness, which reduces caused by spectrum 

dynamic change influence on according to transmission, improve the network 

throughput. When the node, the Shared channel between more than one node will be 

able to use other channel to communicate without interruption due to primary user 

signal in routing connections. If forwarding node number is, therefore, the routing 

in the middle of the single channel number of connections is proportional to the 

possibilities of establishing routing to, single channel, the smaller the number of 

connections, because the channel is not available again, the less the possibilities of 

establishing the routing, that is to say, the spectrum, the smaller the impact of 

dynamic change. 

 

4. Simulation Results and Analysis 

This article is used to measure the performance of the routing algorithm of 

optimal and bad network throughput is the standard. Network throughput refers to 

the so-called success all cognitive nodes in the network sends the packet to the 

destination and the percentages of all packets sent. This article USES the NS2 

simulation environment, there are eight in this network can use the channel. Each 

node can randomly selected 128 collection channel formation channel. The 

simulation test using the CBR data, using the UDP transport protocol, packet 

standard big 512 b. The bad check the use of the network environment is l000m * 

1000 m rectangular area, 60 node. The simulation of the simulation time is 50 s, 

2000 s is the total simulation time, average every time the simulation using the 

source node 10, 24 orn, transmission range of each node is in the process of 

simulation, each node will be used to select an available channel to transmit data. 
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Compared with the classical MILP (mixed integer linear programming) algorithm, 

this algorithm to select the road network throughput rate of the mountain is high or 

low? This in our simulation test can also come to a conclusion. In this paper, the 

algorithm does not exist security threat, the frequency of the channel changes slowly, 

from 0. 01 t/s 2 times. The simulation experiment of knot to as shown in figure 1. In 

two curve is the result of the algorithm in this paper, compared with the results by 

MILP algorithm. In the curve beam is algorithm in this paper, the above is located 

in the curve of the foot below the MILP method knot to me. From figure 1, you can 

clearly see, this algorithm can use select mountain road network throughput rate has 

been higher than MILP algorithm to select the routing. When the channel change 

frequency increases, the network throughput rates have fallen, MILP method of 

network throughput rate decline faster. This algorithm to select the mountain road 

network throughput rate decreased slower is the cause of single channel connection 

less number of edges between nodes, hence spectrum caused by dynamic envoys 

point is no channel routing connection, the less likely. This means that the spectrum 

dynamic change only in very small extent, affect the network throughput.  

 

 

Figure 1. Routing Algorithms Selected Path Impact on Throughput 

5. Conclusion 
In cognitive radio networks, due to the variable factors except the node location, 

energy and more working frequency band, make real-time dynamic control network 

circumstance is very complicated. At present most of the research is based on static 

modeling optimization calculation, practicality is not high. To solve these problems, this 

paper put forward the routing strategy is based on the color chart of cross-layer routing 

algorithm, the algorithm of network topology coloring to differentiate between the 

number of available frequencies, and through the update rules to dynamically adjust the 

network topological structure, at the same time of increase network throughput can ensure 

minimal interference of neighbor nodes. 
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